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University Seniors Receive
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
Eight
(lie

seniors

the

at

University

of

South were named Woodrow Wil-

son Fellows for 1961-62 by the

Wood-

row Wilson National Fellowship Foundation and three others received hon-

orable mention

it

was announced

to-

day by Dean of the College Robert

S.

Lancaster.

Sewanee

led

all

schools

in

see as well as in Region VI,
of Tennessee,

Missisippi.

Vanderbilt was second

the region with six

University

Tennescomposed

Arkansas, Kentucky and

of

and

Arkansas

five

in

from the

that 1,333 students from 381 colleges
In commenting on the number of
and universities throughout the United fellowships received by Sewanee stuStates and Canada were selected for dents this year, Dean Lancaster said
the fellowships, the largest number ev- lhat "the fact that we produced in the
Class of 1961 eight Woodrow Wilson
tr elected by the Foundation in its 15fellows and three students who earned
year search for prospective college
honorable mention is a tribute to a facteachers. He estimated the total value
ulty devoted to excellence and a stuof this year's awards at $3,000,000.
dent body capable of serious academic
The fellowships cover the first year ;ffort.
that
rity
of graduate study and are meant to en- important both
to the
courage the newly-elected fellows to ihe student," he emphasized.
I

:

I

;

consider college teaching as a possible

Nominations for these highly-

career.

competitive awards are
received

the

fellowships.

Sir Hugh Taylor, President
Woodrow Wilson Foundation,

of the

students' professors.

made by

the

Screening of can-

didates also is done by 15 regional
committees drawn from the academic

stated

Named

the

receive

to

fellowships

were John T. Ferguson, a history major from Tifton, Ga., who plans to do
bis graduate work at Emory UniverPatrick

sity;

wood,

who

Fla.,

McGowan,

J.

a

political

of Holly-

major

science

will enter the School of Interna-

tional Relations at the Fletcher School
of

Sullins, University Choirs

Law and Diplomacy; Frank
Columbia,

will enter Vanderbilt for

work; Robert

Present Sacred Concert

C,

lon,

who

S.

J.

T.

Mel-

a history major

Schneider,

graduate
Ft.

Lau-

who

MedieOn Monday. March 20. at 8:00 p.m. in hin. William W. Lemonds conducting. val Studies at Notre Dame; Larry S.
Varnell of Sewanee, a math and phyAll Saints' Chapel, the combined choirs A Concerto G rosso iti D Major for
sics major who will enter the CaliUniversity
Strings
and
Harpsichord
Francesco
Sullins
College
and
The
by
of
fornia Institute of Technology.
The third portion
of the South presented a concert of sa- Geminiani followed.
Three recipients of the fellowships
cred music. This musical performance of the program was presented by the
was the counterpart of a similar con- Sullins College Choir under the direc- have not yet named their choice ol
schools where they will do graduate
cert presented a week and a half ago tion of Leon Fleming with Sallie K
by the two choirs at Bristol. Virginia Fleming as accompanist. The three work. They are Franklin D. PendleThis was the first tune in years that an numbers sung were With A Voice o/ ton, a math major from Madison, Tenn.;
event such as this has occurred at Se- Singing by Martin Shaw, Sheep May Robert J. Snell, a French major from
Safely Graze (Cantata No. 208) by J 3. Lumberton, N. C, and James R. Stow,
Many more activities than the con- Bach, and Halleluiah by Franz Schu- an Economics and Business major from
awaited the girls bert. A presentation by the 128 voices
Immediately after their of the combined choirs of J. S. Bach's
night the group was Cantata No. 4, Christ Lay By Death
photographed in the main dining room Enshrouded, comprised the fourth diat Claramont.
The songsters steppeil vision of the concert. Accompaniment
from in front of the camera lens into was by Tim Hallett on the harpsichord
the cue of their eager escorts. A par- and a chamber orchestra made up ol
ty for hoth choirs was held at Clara's members of the Chattanooga Symphony
Dr. William W. Lemonds
from 9:30 until 11:30 p.m. Curfew time Orchestra.
was 12:30 am.; Monday morning the conducted this piece The fifth and fiSullins Choir practiced in All Saints' nal selection of the program was the
Chapel at 10:00 a.m. At the noon-day Gforin in, Excetsis sung by the comsei vice forty-two feminine voices join- bined choirs assisted by the University
ed the University Choir to the general Brass Choir and Percussion. Mr. Leon
approval of the campus congregation. Fleming conducted.
A closed party at the Phi Gamma
Following lunch in Gailor, the girls
were left free until 4:00 p.m. At that Delta house for members of both chons
time the combined groups held a final followed the concert The Jets furnishCurfew
rehearsal with the Chattanooga Sym- ed music in a lighter vein.
phony Orchestra and the Brass Choir time was 1:00 a.m. Early Tuesday the
section.
After supper at Gailor. final members of the Sullins Choir had
preparations were made for the con- breakfast at Gailor. The more hardy
cert

presentation

from Sullins.
arrival

Sunday

performance at 8:00 p.m.
The program opened with a performance by the University of the South
Crnir of the Misso Br* vis of Healy Witcert

souls

of

the

University

choir joined

MODERN

I

\//

QUAUTET

will enter the Institute of

Cocoa, Fla.
Seniors receiving honorable mention
were David M. Lindsey, Hartselle, Al,
Roy G. Parks, Jr., Little Rock; and
Danny E. Woods, Madison, Tenn.
In

addition

to

the

eight

Jazz

Society Urges All,

'Buy

MJQ

Although the important

and

nee

today,

two winners from last year's class who
have been studying on Fulbright schol-

South)

the

Modern Jazz Quartet

(for

concert
is

Tickets Early!'

Sewwthe

of

not until April

preciate

in

the

Athletic

Office

which

represents the seating capacity of Ju-

Gymnasium;

lian

if

ticket sales off the

is

doing. But

py, or introverted

John
er in a highly unified entity.
Lewis combines the talents of sensitive
playing and superb composition with
imagination and high intelligence to
guide the Quartet in his role as Musi-

Mountain approach this limit, latebuying students may have to a) stand
cal Director. Vibraharpist Milt "Bags"
on a Woodrow Wilson fellowship or b) be left out in the rain.
Jackson is simply far and away the
fall.
(In the week before the concert and best,
Percy Heath, "Numero Uno" on
Winners this year were chosen from
after spring recess, the Jazz Society bass, and Connie Kay, with his artfully
10.453 nominees, representing a 21
hopes to hold an open house in their controlled, disciplined drum work, give
cent increase over last year and a
recently enlarged and renovated holdhe Quartet the most continually subtle,
fold increase since the program
ings in the Music Building.
At this yet solid, rhythmic background of any
expanded in 1957 by a $24,500,000 grant
house-warming guests will be plied azz group going.
from the Ford Foundation.
with stimulants and soothed with hi-ii
In summary, Sewanee people and
"The unprecedented increase in th
projections of the MJQ. Perhaps such
heir off-Mountain guests will see, on
rumber of nominees," Sir Hugh Tay
extremes will induce slothful students
the best
in April Sunday afternoon,
lor said, "has enabled us, after the
to buy before it is too late.)
azz musicians in the world combining
arships this year will also begin studies

next

1

keenest

of

competitions,

to

recruit

A Sewanee student who is a veteran
young people who possess the highest
observer of Modern Jazz Quartet conintellect and character, and
those
who had never certs makes this interesting comment on
audience reaction: "At

tol

crowd

"the

audience

like

is

—shouting,

But— and

ing.

every time

hush

first

to

three or four

Everybody

falls.

straining

he says,

any typical college
whistling, stompseen this happen

— after the

a

ibers,

bsolutely

I've

first,"

hear,

so

is

that

hey won't miss a single note of what's
eing played. And they turn around
nd tell anybody who happens to be
>

shut up."

best jazz quartet

heir talents in the

n the world. And will be witness to
major event in the history of the jazz
diom in the South.
i

Miss Brown

To
Brown

Here

Sing

Friday evening,

March

Patricia

being sponpart of the concert

sored here as a
series.

24,

will sing at 8:15 p.m. in Gailor

Her performance

Hall.

points out a thing of

She

is

is

a very attractive colora-

relation.

tura soprano and has a scholarship as

It seems to be a sort of magic they have.
The grandest thing about the Quartet's

an understudy with the Metropolitan
Opera in New York.

the

MJQ

and

their audience

music is its sensitivity, whether they
are swinging through blues or playing

And the audience, in
develops a parallel sensitivity; thus a harmony is established between the artists and the audience. In
a serious ballet.
listening,

a sense, the individual listener
a part of the music.

Many

observers,

in

The program

will

be divided

three sections.

The

include classical

German

first

into

section will

operatic arias

Haydn, and Mozart and Lieder by Schubert and Schumann. The
second section will be composed of
becomes French art songs from selections by
Debussy and others. Popular Broad-

particular

the

of Handel,

way

selections will be included in the

articulate and intelligent critic last portion of the program.
This will be the only purely vocal
Nat Hentoff, have stated that the immense subtlety and precision of the program sponsored by the concert comMJQ's music requires concentration on mittee. It is hoped that many students
the part of the listener in order to ap- will take advantage of this program.

very

THE SULLINS COLLEGE CHOIR

what the Quartet

this need frighten no one. Their music
can be alternately extroverted and hap-

and brooding, but it
9, three and a half weeks
is always enjoyable.
That this is so
sponsoring Sewanee Jazz Society is
is attested to by the Quartet's perenstressing that students buy their ticknial ranking as the best in jazz and by
ets now if they want seats. Thus far
their popular reception at performances
student ticket sales have been proceed- in this country and in Europe.
ing slowly white purchases by mail orThe Modern Jazz Quartet is a coalider and in outlets in nearby cities contion of virtuoso talents creating togethtinue to be heavy.
There is a finite
hence, the

Sewanee number

Woodrow Wilson Fellows named

Following this meal the girls qualities of
boarded busses and returned to Bris- particularly
them.

llll'

derdale, Fla., a medieval studies major

Editorisil:
The follow*

be back in the Purple with the next issue. Also,

pulling the ad is going overboard and borders on
the childish. The author of the criticism was
only expressing a general opinion held by most
students, not trying to do any unjust harm to

"BEER WILL BE SOLD AT CLARAS WITHIN
THE NEXT TWO MONTHS.- We liave talkei

a person cannot express a widely held opinion

Edit

No,

tight,

The Claramont ad

things have happened.

will

anyone.

Miss Clara and everylhng seems to be
shaping up nicely. We are printing the editorial

may know what had

so that the students

become

previ-

Last week's editorial page carried the second
of a series of editorial articles entitled "Cate-

chism," witten by the

News

Editor of the Pun-

This particular article has touched

a

off

series of reactions which, in our opinion, lean

toward the ridiculous.
In the

was a

place, the article

first

have heard expressed by the student body.

As a result of this truthful criticism, the Claramont ad, which has always appeared in The
Sewanee Purple, has been cancelled for the rest

We

have always stated that
page was to be for the

of the year.
editorial

this

the opinion of the students themselves

have purposely withheld our own op
controversial subjects.
Now, however.
this too difficult to maintain.

our opinion, the vengeful

In

little

come

lo the place

where

of the so-called

friendly service? We don't know of a nicer peison than Ruby ("Sunshine") at Tubby's. Any
student who has ever been there will undoub-

tedly agree with US.

criticism

of the service at Claramont. As far as we are
concerned, this criticism was mild compared to
what it could have been. It dealt with only a
small number of the many legitimate gripes we

things have

"freedom of the press"?
We are completely behind the author of the
"Catechism" as are most of the student body, we
feel.
As we stated before, many things about
Claramont which might have been criticized,
were not. What we would like to know is this.
Why should a student have to go down the
Mountain for good food, good prices, and good

ously been happening. Our main intelost was in
supporting the policy of our paper, and nothing

Ple.

If

without such things happening, then what has

with

Ed Ethridge has made a sound suggestion in
his letter in this issue.
If things don't improve
from the present situation, this could be a good
solution to a bad problem. At any rate, we will
have more to say about this at a later date.
There are two things that we hope will not
happen now. First, that any student will refrain from making known an honest and mature opinion because of the consequences which
might arise.
Second, that this apparent revenge will dissolve. It is certainly not going to
accomplish anything constructive.
And by the way, to anyone who has a six inch
ad which they would like placed in the Purple
—We have the space available.
DW

C/art

Open Letter
of the South has been forced
to a crucial point in its history. " The Protestant
Episcopal Church has taken a stand denouncing
segregation as immoral; one fairly representative

Church council has even gone so

vindicate interracial marriage.

The hearty student response prompted by the
CATECHISMS which have appeared in the
two issues of the Purple was very surprising
quite gratifying. It is good to see two

most absurd, most preposterous, and most fright-

things in this response:

that students are na-

follows:

turally progressive, arid

that they

can change

correct,

two

.

.

.

apathy

to forceful interest.

Before specific consideration of the issues involved, I think attention should be given to the
general idea of student criticism. Perhaps the
most usual form which this criticism takes, is

what
That

would

I

call

youthful

is,

the Radical

rebelliousness

...

system

of the

for huge,

tends

to

call

impossibe basic

changes.

sharply with these reformer-critics.
sympathies lie with Authority; I generally
agree with the Sewanee "system," but there is
differ

I

My

—

why this system should
not be operated in the most efficient and excelabsolutely no reason

manner

lent

reason

why

There is absolutely no
complacency degenerat-

possible.

inefficiency,

ening to believers in the possibility that character and integrity may still be found in American Youth, is that which is blandly offered as

ing into inferiority, or a disregard for excellence
fostered by monopoly should be tolerated in any

way by

Authority, by an educated community,
or by a student body which would pretend *o

be preparing for forceful and progressive lead-

of the Church that supports our
academic community have upon the University?
The results of the recent questionnaire concerning integration are remarkably liberal for
a group generally representing the top socioeconomic level in the South. This gives strong

support

to the inference that the University
could integrate with no violence, and very little

"Of course, your criticisms ar entirely
really, why meddle with the Se-

embarrassment or interruption of normal campus
Several of the top universities in Tennessee
have already integrated successfully at some

but,

slothful, ignorant, and irresponsible than this.
Nothing could be a blunter denial of the necessity for progress and the efficacy of proper

actions in securing this progress.

N.B. The
as

CATECHISM

a regular,

but

series itself

is

planned

only spasmodically regular,

editorial feature of the Purple.

It is a difficult

form to work with, but its difficulty is rewarded
by its ease of readability and its ability to state
its case concisely, forcefully, and in a manner
which will be read by many more students than
\could ordinarily read a long editorial on the
same subject. I apologize for not including a

CATECHISM

in this issue.

DCT

Resolution
Editors Note: The following resolution, intro-

duced by the Executive Committee of the Order
of Gownsmen, was passed by the Order at its

life.

Are we going to be the next
Tennessee? Will we be the last
... or the last in the South?

level.

in

The
jects

is

and correct criticism
should be protected and encouraged by Authority as the best way to accomplish several imresponsible

Among

portant ends of education.
of

these,

scheme

the greatest

most greatly neglected in our

also

of education, are practice in the arts of

knowledge of the methods of
and the cultivation of a
vital awareness of the necessity for improvement
and of an acute sense of discrimination between
what is aid what is not excellent.
The organizations of the Univelsity here all
creative thought,

generally recognized to be

aims of the

institution, that is to say, in the final

analysis, for the

son, therefore,
in

them,

should consider

Any

good of the students.

who becomes aware

particularly
it

his

of

Whereas many
prices

of these high and exploitative
are considerably higher than prices at

comparable Duncan Hines and
Quality Court restaurants:

Now,

therefore, be

Gownsmen

it

duty to

consideration of the situation

the attention of Authority by

per-

make

a

careful
it

to

of the stu-

resses (with an increase in their salaries

fulfilling the founders'

Finally, the

to criticism

which

and

downward
them more in

a general

the University could find a friendly college atmosphere, with reasonably-priced food and good

tentions;

Whereas the present management of the Claramont Restaurant has consistently ignored this
original purpose for its existence, and has provided, instead, markedly inferior service for students, prices which border on exploitation, and
general discouragement of nightly student visits for coffee and snacks; and
a

line

quire into the general valid basis for these con-

and

That the students of the University be informed of this resolution and be requested to act with
thoughtful and gentlemanly motives, through
proper administrative channels, until these just

is

But now the Southern educational sysunder fire, not only from the "Yankee

radicals," but also
tion

we

of

from a considerable proporSouthern intelligentsia. Obviously
be "the first by whom the new is
but we cannot afford to be "the last to
the

will not

tried,"

lay the old aside."
Sewanee is honored as a
pillar of conservatism, but we are facing the
danger of becoming known as a citadel of reac-

The administration would not be hindered

tion.

in the slightest

from following its usual prudent
if a few members of the student body
were Negroes.
policy

There are several powerful arguments against
integration in the educational system.
I shall
try to counter each in its application to Sewa-

A

1.

strong underlying opposition to integra-

tion stems

from the basic, subconscious fear of
economic usurpation. I certainly don't think
that any white student at the University of the
South need fear that his job opportunities
would be compromised by a Negro graduate.
2. Another potent fear of integration obviously
need not be discussed in this environment: in-

terracial marriage.
3. The fact that Negro educational achievement, in most cases, does not approach that of
the whites, thereby dragging down the "level"

is a strong argument.
But it does
not apply to Sewanee. Every applicant must

meet a minimum level of achievement, and I
am sure that a Negro applicant would undergo
a more thorough scrutiny by the admissions office than would a white student.
4. Some humanitarians among the conservatives consider that it would be unfair to admit
a Negro to a school where he might be faced
with social ostracism.
Admittedly, it is not

likely that a

(although

fraternity would pledge a Negro
understand that there is some liveone of Sewanee's chapters con-

I

ly discussion in

cerning the subject). I am confident that a Negro Sewanee student would be welcomed by a

number of the white students (without receiving the impression that people were
going out of their way to make him feel acsubstantial

reforms be accomplished.

For the Order:
Edwin D. Williamson, President
James M. Link, Vice-President
Robert N. Rust, Jr., Secretaly

Sewanee Purple

A

5.
student said to me that if a Negro were
admitted, most of the faculty members would
refuse to teach him. In the first place, though

may be dodging the question, there are
several professors to choose from in nearly every department In the second place, I don't
this

feel that there are actually

would

6.

any professors who
There are a few faculty memreaction, but I would be disthat were more than mere theatrics.

refuse.

who preach

bers

illusioned

if

The question

the University

never-failing

The Sewanee Purple

is

that

be found to bring the desired improvement),
managerial insistence that good service be given

with the average prices of comparable
Quality Court restaurants; and
That the University authority concerned with
these facilities be respectfully requested to in-

so important in

"Vision of Greatness."

one objection

if

men.
tem

of instruction,

That the management of the Claramont Restaurant be requested to Testify these problems
by providing for thorough training of its wait-

to University students,

dent media, the Purple, and the Order of Gownsmen. Every effort should be employed which
will tend to advance the steady progress of the
University usually considered

apploved

resolved by the Order of

inferiority,

and bring

means

AAA

of the University of the South:

of inferiority

protected

>

Certainly

Whereas the Claramont Restaurant was built
raised by the University,
with one of the primary objectives stressed by
the Board of Regents being the establishment of
a place, on campus, where the STUDENTS of
entirely with funds

effective presentation,

exist for the corporate benefit of the educational

to integrate
in the state

on most sub-

University's official attitude

revision of food prices to bring

Moreover,

far as to

effect will

wanee Apple Cart?" Nothing could be more

Change Approach.

loudly for wholesale changes in the very nature

What

this liberality

He Cateeltismo
last

South, for an institution such as Sewanee, is a
wise course. Sewanee has a fine, rich history,
and has been guided by judicious, conservative

The University

ls published by the s
dents of the University of the South, Sewar
Tennessee, every Wednesday except during (

is

of the

most serious import to
upon the

that of the impact

succession.

I

sincerely

believe

that the impact could only be favorable. "The
University of the South is a Christian institution

.

.

.

owned by twenty-one

dioceses of the

Protestant Episcopal Church," a Church which
has condemned segregation explicitly as a moral
evil. The people who argue that making an
early decision to integrate the University would

harm

it financially must have a very low opinion of the religious sincerity of these Christians

for

whom

they pray every day in All Saints'

Chapel.

Only a handful of the students at the University knows what stand the administration has
taken on the integration question.
An open
declaration of policy in the Purple would be of
great

interest

to

everyone

affiliated

with the

University.

Tim Carr

,

Student Reviews 6The Sewanee Review'
by Carl Cundiff
'The Sewanee Review", presently edited by
Monroe K. Spears of the English Department
of the University of the South, is one of America's oldest and most respected literary periodiFounded in 1879, and hence published
cals.
quarterly, it is now affirmed to be among the
four literary publications of

leading

A

"moyen"

of

literary

kind.

its

and creative

criticism

"Review" promulgates intellectual
and cultural progress.

writing, the
integrity

The Winter

issue of 1961

is

of particular in-

and quality. Two notable contributions
are from the Mountain. Dr. Charles T. Harriterest

son, a regular contributor,

has written an artiRichard Tillinghast, the

Music as History.

cle:

first Sewanee student poet to be published in
the "Review", has included a selection of "Sev-

poems."

en

warns against the

Harrison

recent at-

tempts of some musical historians, such as Lang

Music

his

in

Western Civilization,

in

to inter-

prets, or rather to try to interpret,

the depths
and techniques of music by an inaccurate and
superficial comparison of such music to the cul-

which the music

tural history of

is

merely an

Man and

history,

His Music, which

Each book and author

is

is

published

considered separate-

ly,
frankly criticized or praised accordingly.
Generalizations and neglect of explicitness are

attacked, while

due credit

all

is

given for valid

and memorable passages. Dr. Harrison sympathizes with those musical historians
who have the appropriate sense of musical appreciation, but hesitates to endorse all-encompassing theories which ignore that "the relation
of music to other things, and the capacity of
criticism

music for symbolizing other tilings, are not to
be understood apart from an antecedent understanding of the distinct nature of music itself."

(See last week's article by Ewing

Carruthers.)
Dr.

The New Oxford History o/ Music, an eleven
volume work of which only three are complete,
and of the "less comprehensive" four-volume

Other

articles

are:

Vestiges of Creation by

Thomas Parkinson (of interest to students of
Yeats); Dun-ell's Alexandrian Series by Bonamy
Dobree; Yankee Bump/cm and Scapegoat King
by Daniel G. Hoffman; Nihilism and Notes From
Underground by Joseph Frank; and The Elusive Ideal: Notes on Turgenev by George Woodcock.
Sied, a story by Thomas E. Adams, held
a particular fascination for this reviewer.
The

does he show the natural in comiorm ability ol
the human "free will" to a "Crystal Palace,'*
but proceeds to question the Social Radicals'

Dostoevski has become a favorite subject for
critics. Father of a psychological novel
"sans pareil," his message is sought by Chris-

modern

tian theologians,

Dear Dave,

answer to the Utopian novel What Is To Be
Done? (1863) by the- social radical, Chernyshevsky.
Joseph Frank conceives of it as being a
"magnificent satirical parody" against the Russian Nihilists and their scientific determinism.
He thus ranks the subtile Dostoevsky with Jonathan Swift as a master of irony and satire.

The underground man
as

this

Jackson's editorial

Grover's

article,

increase in

the

in the

paper several weeks

you remember, was about
next year which will

if

tuition

bring in an extra $1,800 or

Grover

hits the nail

against

using

so,

according to him.

on the head when he rules

for

it

a

new organ

amplifier or

But his own
suggestions for using the money needed just a
tad more consideration I thought.
Of course,
lie makes the stock complaint about Gailor and
extra turrents or

some such

suggests using the

money

thing.

Well, person-

there.

worry about Mr. Oates because I
think it is much more fun having Mr. Oates
worry about us. Boy, how would you like having a food riot hanging over your head or having to worry about walking out one day and
As for the
seeing your Cadillac turned over.
insect condition in the showers, what could you
ally

don't

I

arm the janitors with flame-throwers
because that is what it would take. I do agree
.ibout the plumbing, however, because the showers over here in Cannon turn into boiling infernos if someone turns on a garden hose in Tracy
City. But as for Grover's comparison between
the mattresses here and at Vanderbilt, I'll have
to say that having a lumpy, lop-sided mattress
do?

.

.

.

here isn't nearly so bad as being a lumpy, lopsided student at Vandy.

No,

I

sential

think there

needed

at

is

something

much more

Sewanee which

point of this letter.

a

We

man can

is

es-

really the

What we need here

real pub, a joint, a dive for the

dents.

Sewanee

is

a

stu-

need something on the Domain that
relate with.

I

find

it

impossible to

up to a turrent or a stain
glass window.
There ought to be something
here that you can get subjective about, some
little someplace where you can cultivate your
Id, someplace that hasn't been all McCradyedup.
I think that $1,800 would be a good start
for what I have in mind if somebody who doesn't
have much sense will plan it out. The kind of
joint we need would be similar to a place called
The Sink in Boulder, Colorado. Maybe you have
heard about it or been there. The whole thing,
as I remember, is about sixty feet long, and
It has booths on
fifteen or twenty feet wide.
both sdes and a heavy, wooden picnic-type tattle down the center and you can stick a pocketof wood in
into
any
piece
knife half an inch
the place,
The entire place uses about sixty
watts of electricity and the juke-box is full of
songs like "Spanish Harlem" and "Silver Daggar." They serve beer in pitchers and will supply the pencils if you want to write on the walls.
My ideal plan would call for another room
where there was no juke-box and less light if
you happen to be a lonely opium eater or a
spiritually

nuzzle

Now, I know for a fact that people go as far
from here to New Orleans to get rid of their
repressions but no matter where they go they
always end up doing it at two o'clock in the
morning in some crummy little hole tike I am
as

talking about.

So,

why

not bring a

crummy

lit-

Sewanee (which is itself a hole but
crummy). Think of the
problems this would solve! At the very least 't
tle

hole to

has yet to rise to being

would cut down on Arcadian demonstrations,

in

such places as Pat O'Brian's or Printer's Alley,
staged against people who get to enjoy vice every day. There is simply no place here to have
your

own

trauma with all your friends. Now, such
at Sewanee would have to have a little
special equipment to serve the particular needs
of Sewanee students.
Thus, it would have to
be surrounded with stop signs, billboards, etc
for the benefit of this peculiar breed around here
who have this thing about signs and billboards
of all sorts.
I have known times when there
wasn't a road sign standing between Sewanee
and Chattanooga. It would also do a lot for
some people if the pub had restrooms shaped

little

catharsis or enjoy a

mass emo-

a place

like turrents or portraits of

Dean Webb painted

on the bottom of the ashtrays.
I am aware that there are a hundred and one
reasons why this theoretically isn't possible. But
you know that if somebody grabbed the cookie
instead of letting

is a radical nihilist and
innumerable pains and di-

result suffers

a

lemmas because

of his obstination in applying

He

philosophy to the actual world.

claims

and tries to accept
miserable position as irrevocably des-

to be a scientific determinist

own

by the laws

tined solely

tional

thought I would enter into the general literary turmoil of the Purple with this letter
which I decided to write after reading Grover
I

anarchists.

Joseph Frank's Nihilism and Notes From Underground is a discussion of Dostoevsky's work
from the one "conceivable point of view" still
unexplored, that of Dostoevsky himself. Joseph
Frank explains the background of the work, the
world in which the author lived, and the philosophical gap which existed between the 1840's
and the 1860's in Russian intellectual history.
Notes From Underground was written as an

his

Letters to the Editor

and

existentialists,

Of course,

of nature.

an intelligent lecture on
the possibilities of life on extratcn-ectrial bodies.
Instead, what did we hear? A comedian.
Dr. Harlow Shapley's attitude throughout the
entire lecture, and especially during the ques-

and answer

period, indicated that he

And

appear.

The only educational
offered the student

earth and the

was

Likewise
theory

the attack continued against his

is

egoism" and the "Crystal
(an idea borrowed from

"rational

of

Palace" of the future
Fourier's

when man

is

The "Crystal Palace"

phalanstery).

everything

have completely subjugated
Dostoevsky can

will

to his rational will.

By means

not accept these socio-political ideas.

man

tragi-comic underground

of his

not only

WO Plays
The Purple Masque's

We

John Mortimer's, "What Shall
line?"

and "Dock Brief" was given

and Saturday evenings

Under the

CaroFriday

Rhys these

direction of Mr. Brinley

two British plays written

Tell
last

Luke's Auditorium.

in St.

brought to Se-

in 1958

and poignant theater exper-

a refreshing

The

body was the

moon

We

Caroline?"

Tell

Masque

fact that the

"What

of the one act offerings,

first

as

the

haw

Ev-

he

ponds neither

numbed

into silence

to

"Do you," I asked him, "believe
was a divine purpose in the creation

shares

To some extent she

her mother's great affection for Tony

that

there

of the uni-

"Define your terms," he said. (He then makes
another nonsensical, but highly humorous, statement, as was evidenced by the haw-hawing of

in

am more

my

answer

than a bit biased, since I
place," as a student told me.
that Dr. Shapley's sarcastic,

to

the

first

him by an old gentleman in
theatre, was completely out of

question, put to
the

front of the

taste and downand vulgar.
The duPont Lectures, during the eighteen
months I have been at Sewanee, have been delivered by competent, sincere men, each with
a desire to impart a bit of their immense knowledge to a responsive student body. Dr. Shapley's burlesque on an intelligent lecture was directed toward an audience which he supposed
to be inclined toward the vaudeville. It was an
insult to any intelligent Sewanee student.
Tim Cahb

right rude

who

almost

deludes himself with his act of debonair worldly
youthful rakishness.

Robert Weston in this diffihas kept Headmaster and

wife from feeling the reality of failure through

strumming

of his ukulele

Mortimer's characters have a remarkable humanity which, coupled with exaggeration and

our intellectual

into

."
classes.
The underis shown as an exaggerated porbook-worm who goes through life

man

ground

of the

trait

.

,

whimsically trying to apply "pedantic reactions
the simplest human situations." He is depraved by his own vanity and egocentricity. This
vanity, produced by his intellectualism, causes
him to miss the possible answer to his earthly
dilemma: "voluntary self-sacrifice of the perto

sonality out of love."

Lisa, the prostitute, offers

He wants

to him.

it

accept

to

But then his
com-

bine to rebel against such selfless pity.

He

goes

beyond the brink and must now redescend into
the "dark cellar" of his wretched existence.
Dostoevsky, like his underground man, lived
through the spiritual "noblesse" of the Forties
this precedent to survive the Nihilism

and used

The

the Sixties.

of

continues in his

relation

But underneath is a rejection of both
There is a cry for a return
to the Russian "soil."
Russian intellectuals must
disengage themselves from these Western philosophies without which they can not stand, and
with which they can never walk alone.
work.

Joseph Frank, a true scholar of Dostoevsky,
made a study of Notes From Underground

has

which

as penetrating in its analysis as

is

timulating in

it

is

revelations.

its

Well this week we had our lavish blowout in
honor of the Traveling Team hitting the million
mile mark.

we

Before

we

did a

on a place for the banquet,
shopping around to find just the
Probably the most original place

settled

little

right place.

"Clara's."
We had to wait for forty-five
minutes before we were seated, and that did
kind of smart a little, but Bobo and I being
good sports didn't let that dampen our spirits.
Bobo did want to ask for a menu, but I made
him ask for it in writing. That turned out to
be a little ridiculous since she couldn't read

was

As

remember,

I

thing like this.

Bobo

said, "I

fore

i

The

.

.

.

wonder

if

might trouble you

I

pi*

any attempts

to

when she
is

finally

communicate with her and
speaks at the end of the play

younger sister replied,
keep your shirt on."

manner.

Her parents

She says sim-

after a brief

confusion are brought back into their

own

fit

of

help-

world by Tony Peters who sees
complete and that he must live
with it by pretending to be young and in love
with the headmaster's wife. He knows that is
They told Caroline nothing beall they have.
cause they had nothing to tell her.
lessly impossible

that failure

is

Ed Ethridge and

Bill Britt

gave a thoroughly

entertaining and perceptive interpretation to the

second piece, "Dock Brief."

way through the
wife murderer who
his

"OK

Ma

smart guy,

"Thank you, and while you're back
wonder if I could have a chair too."

there,

I

She went off, muttering something like,
"Smart alec college keed, always gimme, gimme,
."
gimme.
.

and

.

scanned the menu for something appealing
to the Gourmet's liking, and found the fol-

lowing:

to

in a purely factual

ply "good bye."

waitress, a seedy looking version of

Kettle's

I

understatement, make them comic. Caroline, admirably portrayed by Leah Rhys, is impervious

it

less, I feel

and res-

nor her mother play-

to her father

ed by Barbara Tinnes.

on

played by Leah

;

ask his opinion of the Hoylean
theory of continuous hydrogen atom creation
when he came out with another asinine blurt.

ridiculing

intended to satirize the

just as the first part

The Headmaster's

the east coast of England.

adolescent daughter Caroline,

the

was "put
None the

"is

Romanticism of the Forties
had satirized the Nihilism
of tlie Sixties."
Dostoevsky was a product of
the Forties, and wrote of it in 1860 as the moment when "the spirit of analysis penetrated
sentimental social

are co-planetal rather than

your theory of the creation of the

I

irascible

of a small boys school isolated

cult fast-paced role

Perhaps

Shall

Purple

veteran

headlines

Randy Parker

actor

Headmaster

ley this question:

was about

Then what is the answer, and why cannot the
underground man attain it? This is the second
part of Notes From Under ground. Joseph Frank
claims that this part

Hcttcrs:

Peters, assistant to the Headmaster,

I

it

palatial hencoop."

production of

exciting

ery other "fact" he presented we could have
learned in a Captain Video serial flick.
During the question period, I asked Dr. Shapis

'

In the words of Jowould be nothing more than a

responsibility.

seph Frank,

foreign ideologies.

Rhys, has been

well he might!

piece of information he

existing in a master-satellite relationship.

"What

and moral

metaphysics.

did,

taking a belligerent stand against any hecklers

who might

is

to exert his self- consciousness

injured pride and Intellectual masochism

I would like to say a few words about our last
duPont Lecturer. I expected, as I am sure near-

tion

it

man must have

by mere proof of his own perplexing existence
he can not possibly ignore the presence of "free
will."
The result is a sort of moral masochism
with the underground man knocking his head
against a stone wall "as hard as he can." By
cxpnding to absurdity the underground man's
reflexions and reactions under the influence of
this philosophy, Dostoevsky shows by parody
the ridiculous invalidity of Chernyshevsky's

wanee

everyone else

what man really wants. In
would be no doubt, no
this very "suffering" which

is

a "Crystal Palace" there

crumble, something could

it

be done about getting us a joint of our own up
here.
If we are to suppose that God is more
powerful than the state of Tennessee and Mr.
Cheape then I know something can be done. Sewanee needs a nerve center and a grubby little
beer joint is the only thing that can supply it.
This $1,800 would be a good start towards it is
seems to me. At least it ought to be enough to
purchase a few kegs of good bock beer. What
do you think?
Ed Ethridce

ly

idea that this

suffering, but

Britt

amiably hams

part of a mild, bird loving,

has "a real feeling for the

Law." As Morgenhall, Ethridge has the role of
an unfortunate lawyer so completely incompetent and useless that the trial is declared "ever
so null and void" and Fowle, the murderer, is
freed.
The natural and the absurd are alternately reversed. The dialogue was well handled
and provided an excellent vehicle for the talents
of the two actors.

Venus Fly Trap a la Creole
Cround Mare Meat Patty

$6.85

$2.00

Ground Mare Meat Patty avec Fromage
Ground Mare Meat Patty entre Pan

$2.50
$3.00

Sauted Otter Haunches

$5.95

Apple Pie

$100

Apple Pie a

la

Apple Pie a

la

Apple Pie a

la

Mode
Mode on a plate
Mode on a clean

$150
$200
plate

$2.50

$100

Coca Cola
Coca cola with

ice

$150

Coca cola with

ice in a glass

$2.00

Nothing on the menu really delighted
ate so

I

thought

said they cost

I'd just

them

Bobo wanted

too

to leave

ing out, the proprietor

my

pal-

take a napkin, but they

much

to just give

them

and as we were walkwaved goodbye with a

"come back again fellows."
Capt. H. Lee (Moonclow) Ftr-Paisley
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Seniors Suggest Gifts,

Wilson Grants

Give Weekend Agenda

Awarded To

In keeping with the tradition
parting remembrance, the Class of 1961

p.m.— 1:00

•0

PDT

has arrived at a number of po:
suggestions for their class

A

gift,

list

Sigma

each senior, on which he will indicate
his preference. The suggested gifts
florescent lighting

(1)

campus;

(3)

Faculty lectures

an elaborate barbecue

11:30

More than

a.m.— 1:30 p.m.

p.m.— 'till

Dinner-Dance,

the

of

Gailor

as an indication of funds available for

speaker, small band,
candlelight, etc.

with

Hall,
table

cloths

4,

in this

country and Canada,

names,

11:00

Foundation's

ti

represents

00 p.m.

4:

Dr. Hans Rosenhaupt, National Di-

SAE—KA

5,

1961

other

p.m.— 6:00 p.m.

com-

fields.

of outstanding abil-

a.m.

is

the Blue

Key

Sing.

However, for the past few years, interest has been lacking, as shown by the
fact that last year only two fraternities
participated.

This lack of interest has

been due possibly

to lack in organiza-

In order to provide the basic or-

tion.

ganization
Sing,

for

this

year's

representatives

of

Blue Key

each

of

the

is

education

of

no limit

may

to the

filth,"

of
to

in

over the urges stimulated by this bom-

bardment.

"Sex

The

neutral,

is

good nor bad, how
it

is

it

is

neither

used deter-

right or wrong,"

ship in marriage.

No

true.

Mrs.

Owen

of

than

a

sex relations:

There

1)

no worry about preg-

is

nancy because contraceptives

will pre-

and

is

is

is

simply not

needed.

done

It

is

instinctivelv

she said.

ture

lecturer

This

"training"

a natural act

then spoke about the na"Marriage is more

marriage.

must be entered into with the proper attitude. If
glorified date," It

one marries with the attitude that if
it does not work, one can get a divorce,

cause new drugs will cure it quickly.
However, V. D. can have lasting and
harmful effects, one of which is sterility,
not discovered in time.

Such

3)

own

it.

relations are the only outlet

for sex tension.

This argument over-

looks the psychological aspects of pet-

ot

tins experience.

The courtship period

is

the time for

finding out each other's attitudes and
fears about sex, the time for straight-

ening out differences.

Then

if

a real

problem

arises
during marriage it
should be taken to a competent coun-

needs rather than the general prestige
of the institution. In consequence, their

choices of graduate school represent a
larger

number

with their

with anything so precious?"

put forth and refuted

known

lesser

duate schools on the basis of their

of

men

ternity song, in order to better acquaint

men

marriage, she loses

"The power to reproduce another one
your own kind is God's greatest gift
mankind. How can you play around

four arguments in favor of pre-marital

if

many

than ever before.

list

In addition to the awards for first-

represent each fraternity, and

nine fraternities met with Dr. William fraternity
W. Lemonds, head of the music depart-

lost before

4) Sexual experience and preparation
Proper control must be exercised arc needed for a satisfactory relation-

it.

Shapley Gives
DuPont Talk

ar graduate study, the Foundation
inually makes subvention payments
the judging will not be based on the
Dr. Harlow Shapley, A.B., A.M.,
totalling nearly $2,000,000 to the van- LL.D., Ph.D., Sc.D„ Director of the Harnumber participating.
graduate schools where Woodrow
It was recommended that the proard College Observatory delivered the
gram consist of three numbers of each Wilson Fellows enroll. Three-fourths third duPont lecture of the 1960-61
group, one of which is to be the Alma of the funds must be used for second?mic year Tuesday, March 14. Dr.
Mater to be sung in unison. This is to
er awards to graduate students re- Shapley 's subject was Biology and
give the judges a standard for their
rdless of whether they are Wilson Space. The lecture was accompanied
judging. One number is to be a fra- Fellows. The remainder may be used
series of slides which Dr. Shapthat

is

pornographic material than any before

schools.

Candidates are choosing their gra-

There

ginity

press.

This generation has greater access to

of colleges, indicating the high quality

Annual Blue Key Sing
To Be Held On April 23
the school year

in the movies, television,

the

are being recruited from hundreds

f

Exercises begin

of the big annual events during

bombardment of
and the

"constant

the

sent

More students

2.

coffee

Academic procession forms

One

and needs tenderness and affection
Along with intercourse she wants
warmth and love. When a girl's vir-

But there is still an element of then there is little chance of success.
1. Larger
numbers are turning to chance, and the risk of an unwanted Marriage is a permanent state, a shared
college teaching as a "prestige" career pregnancy
t-xperience between man and wife, and
is too great.
despite opportunities to earn more in
2) Venerial disease is no problem be- intercourse is the supreme expression

party

Monday, June

M)

noted

petition:

30 p.m.

p.m.

Foundation,

following points about this year's

Choir Concert
9:

the

of

is

as a

forever the beauty of performing the

she said.

p.m.—

Even

act first with her husband.

The

the college age level.

at

most of those winnin)
Honorable Mention will receive alternate awards either directly from universities or from other organizations.
that

ticipates

Beach party

DTD

Canada and

faculty

campuses. On the basi:
Foundation an-

Also, this

cruel to the girl involved.

small child, the female prepares for her
role as wife and mother. She expects

perplexing questions of pre-marital sex

Baccalaureate Service

1,126

a!

peak of concern about the many and

mines whether

on

student,

fying than masturbation.

comes

the

Departmental parties

—

4:00

t<

graduate schools u

all

the United States and

1961

Beta Theta Pi party

ATO

their

list of

and their un

of study,

all

'

began by saying that the

of past experience, the

tives

a.m.—12:30 p.m.

Lunch Open
2:00 p.m.— 5:00

fields

deans of

rector
2,

A

to 1,614 others.

Owen

Mrs.

of

relations," a pro-

Sewanee

every

to

Academic procession forms

00

entertainment

Mrs. Owen's topic was

present.

Intercourse with-

series,

sex drives of students are exploited by

The Foundation accorded Honorable
Mention

Schedule for Commencement WeekFriday, June

whom

of

graduate schools

in 90 different

the

1961

10:40 a.m.

begun and quite elaborate plans are
being made, the details of which will
be found in future issues of the Ptm-

The winners,

rolled

dergraduate colleges has been sent

Sunday, June

parations for the festivities have already

total.

percent are women, will be

28.2

p.m.— 5:00 p.m.

The schedule for the parties and activities
for Commencement Weekend

and

edification

it."

23 fields of study, nearly

Lenten

given by Mrs, Virginia Owen, to the

natural sciences represent 15.9 percent

Concert, featuring "The Weavers"
7:00

;

all in the humanities and social
blem
(Dean Lancaster ences, are represented by this y
winners.
Those in mathematics and

1:30
3:00

were undecided about

least

breakfast

the gift

has been definitely established and no
forsecable changes will be made. Pre-

thought of a professorial career, or

PGD Smogasbord
p.m— 3:00 p.m.
KS party

pit

some suitable picnic area on the
Domain; (4) shrubbery; (5) books for
the University Library; and (6) pavement for the walkway in front of All
Saints*.
A sample pledge of donations
will also be presented to each a
for

Last Wednesday night, the fourth and
final lecture in the

(Continued from page 1)

1961

3,

and -post -marital sex

a.m.—12:00

(0

for

the lecture rooms in science hall; (2)
stone benches smilar to the ones on

Eight Seniors

combo

a.m—10:00 a.m.
Nu pancake

(0

of the possibilities will be presented

as follows:

a-.m.

dance, with

Saturday, June

Mrs. Owen's Lecture
Ends Lenten Series

own

songs.

the discretion of the graduate schools

improve library

facilties,

ley has collected during his long career

fac-

raise

i

There are times during a marriage

when a man must
He must consider
well as his own.

constrain his drives.
his

must be subordinated

Owen

Mrs.

wife's needs as

His tremendous
to

good

urgt?

sense,

closed her lecture with a

quotation from Frank Caprio's The
Adequate Male: "The mature man is a
master of sex and is not a slave to it."

An

interesting question

period followed

and answer

the lecture, in which

Mrs. Owen's views were taken to task

one of the world's foremost astro-

The third number may be any song that ulty salaries, provide counseling ser>mers.
The Doctor proceeded from
draw up recommen- the fraternity desires to present.
or otherwise to improve their
,e assumption that the average college
Key for
The date which the fraternities have program of study.
student has very little knowledge of
Dr. suggested
the coming inter-fraternity sing.
to the Blue Key is Sunday,
iniverse in which he lives.
Since the Fellowship program began,
His
Lemonds stated that singing is an im- April 23. The place has not been dethe Foundation has elected a total of lecture was confined to factual knowlportant part of any fraternity life, and cided upon definitely, but will
be anWoodrow Wilson Fellows, in- dge gained from serious and technical
he himself has judged inter -fraternity nounced after the Spring Holidays.
cluding those announced today.
tudy of the universe. He pointed out
sings at Oklahoma State and the UniEdward deBary, a senior from NorIt is hoped that this year's Blue Key
that speculation was not allowed in
versity of Oklahoma.
Sing will be actively supported by all
astronomy any more than in the other :olk. Va., walked away with top honor-n the individual speaking competition
At this meeting, all fraternities of the fraternities, and will once again
cat sciences. The lecture was folagreed to enter in this year's Sing. become one of the high points in fralowed by a short inquiry period dur- last weekend at Tulane University in
ternity competition.
which several questions from stu- New Orleans.
dents and faculty were answered. Dr.
member of the Sewanee Debate
Shapley has been connected with the Council, deBary was part of the fourMount Wilson Observatory and many nan team from Sewanee participating
by
Sewanee is an irritating place. And other noted observatories throughout in the Ninth Annual Glendy Burke
the world. He has been a key figure in Forensics Tournament at Tulane.
Ho
's not just the big things; the launastronomical studies greatly advancing
awarded a gold medal for First
dry, Gailor food, which work for us.
Phi Beta Kappa presents Professor C.
knowledge of the heavens. He is Place in the Historical Oratory contest,
nstance, who is that SMA Cadet,
Vann Woodward of the Johns Hopkins
>f the foremost international Iecin competition with debaters from nine
know him, bumpy faced, tall,
University, author of Tom Watson—
and the author of many books on Southern and Southwestern colleges
Agrarian Rebel, The Strange Career of bushy haired, who always comes into
md universities.
the Union, shoulders you aside and the subject.
Jim Crow, and The Burden of Southern
awls in a cracked voice for a cherry
The
duPont
lecture
program
was
The debate squad placed fourth in
History, in a public lecture, St. Luke's
)ke? Who is that guy? Someday he's founded to bring to the University the
he overall sweepstakes tally, trailing
Auditorium, Thursday, March 23, at
University
ling to get smashed.
And why is it,
creative and brilliant minds in Baylor, Rice, and Houston. The tour8:15 p.m., on America's Uses
the Past.
ment

in order to

dations to present to the Blue

DeBary Given
Speaking Medal

Little

VARNELL
CHEVROLET

COMPANY

Are

Things

Irritating

Phi Beta Kappa
Presents Lecture

STU EVETT

i

Supph

of

is

Initiation

"For All the Student's Needs"

A

hile in the Union, a little hung, that
committee representing the
ce.
ne of the waitresses begins to call in College, the School of Theology, and
of Phi
that peculiarly penetrating voice, "Two
Sewanee Review is appointed by
be Friday, March 24
5weet rolls.
Who's
got two hot the Vice-Chancellor on the recommenat 4:00 p.m. at the Phi Gamma Delta
rolls? Sweeeeeet roll 11 Is. Which
n of the Dean of the College and
if you people has got two hot sweet
the Dean of the School of Theology.

The public

Store

Bela

cordially invited.

of

Kappa

new members

will

:

rolls?" It's

Ml

OF

H-^l

SE\VA\EE

FRASSRAND
TERRACE MOTEI
Phones and T.V.
Air Conditioning

CLARK, President
ROSS SEWELL, Vice-President
J. F. MERRITT, JR., Cashier
H. E.

Your

Business Appreciated

Heat
Wall Carpeting

Electric

Wall

to

Phone

WO

7-3846

irly

more than

a

man can

stand

Another
Chapel.

irritation:

ches

The organ

Hooked up

committee

;

in the morning.

as

it

is

iarance

that

—

public address system it makes
no difference what kind of music is
played it still sounds like a roller
rink.
They ought to advertise; "Bill
Lemonds at the mighty Wurlitzer." It
sounds about that bad. And string:
Ever try to find any up here? You
I't do it.
There isn't any. You can
to the Soup Store and they've got
tiny

decides

lecturer

on and apan

concerning

—Tom,

he's

got

everything

The

traveling

by Lacy Hunt.
varsity

debate squad

at

—

ordered.

represented on the winning side
of the Congress

for the Tulane event was composed of
Sewanee. The present
deBary, Hunt, James O. (Sandy) Sanrman of the committee is Dr.
:lers, and Harwood Koppel. Hunt was
rles Harrison.
llso high point man for the Sewanee

in the
to

the

ley was held in the University Center
it Tulane, and was climaxed with the
lefeat of the proposition placed before the Student Congress.
Sewanee

:ontingent.
,

the

This trip concluded the traveling ac-

Debate Council for the
season.
Their final event of
he season will take place on the moun:ain April 5, when a joint debate will
go lie held with Harvard University in St.
Luke's Auditorium at 8 p.m.
ivities for the

And

And

here we sit like
bunch of oysters with hundreds of
;rains of sand in our shells, just irriso

it

goes.

i

ating the hell out of us.

nad.

Soon, too.

We'll

all

:960-61

PDT

No.

Tiger Sports

1

PDT Wins IM Track Meet
PGD Wins Second; BTP Third

Tiger Talk
BARNEY HAYNES

By
Cii.tcli

The

performance

fine

team

Phi Deit

of the

weekend

last

bring

will

the

ATOs

at

The race

for the intramural trophy
probably go right down to the wire.
One major and three minor sports remain to be decided. The Phis will be
strong in softball and tennis, while they
and the ATOs will battle it out for the
Both teams will be threats
golf title.
,n badminton, but other fraternities will
will

cive

them

The

Javelin:

They

trail

much

by 32V2

more

gain

will

points,

by 55 and wilt be strong in softThey won't pick up points in any
ball.
of the minor sports, and won't come

Frank deSaix leaps across the

close to the leaders.

Co

frails

Kappa
ball,

Sig

is

probablly

sure of points in handfirst

leaders,

He

STANDINGS
105

Omega

95

72^

Delta

Beta Theta Pi

50

Kappa Sigma
Kappa Alpha

27*£

Independents
Delta

20
20

._

Tau Delta

15

down

Time—19.1.
Hopkins,

1.

PGD;

Mill.

2.

will,

as one of the

Height— 5'2".

with an unexpected win in the low hur-

Broad Jump:

and a 2nd in the pole vault. Lanky
Reed Finlay brought them a first in the

PGD;

dles

jump with

with a

ATOs

the

a

jump

the final event, the javelin,
that the outcome could be predicted
with any certainty. The Phi Delts led
1
94 2-94 and needed a second and third

petition

1.

how

did

spr

the

tblllH

turn out?"

It

After a slight b
ponded, "Well, y
completed 14 day:

.

was

also pointad out that the 1961

Tigers would be somewhat thin up the

Majo:

There will bo a definite shortage of guards with experience and a
lack of depth at the center position.
middle.

spring practice g

A few eager football
preview of the '61 edition

Books, KS; Finlay,

BTP.

of 5'2'

2.

Zodin,

DTD; 4. (tie)
KA; 6. Daniell,

Distance— 18'5V4".

"I believe

provement.
er at the

deep into the other team's territory,
only to have the opposing team return
the favor in the next series of downs.
After a two hour scrimmage, Sewahuddled around their
nee's Tigers
coaches for a few final words and then

Tom Moore made a big imHe is quicker and sharp-

end position than he was

last

fall."

"John Turner

at tackle

had

with a shout headed for the locker
rooms as another spring football prac-

his best

spring practice."

"Sammy

Gill,

a

of the Tigers

week ago Saturday. A purple team
squared off against a white team on the
intramural field.
There was a lot of action and a lot
of moving the ball as one team marched
a

praised a few of his gridders.

Flynn, KS;

Linsert,

place honors we

Wallace Pinkley, and

end.

in the shot put

intramural history.

after

3.

880-yard relay: 1. PGD (Majors, Yates,
Bulcao, Zodin); 2. KS; 3. (tie),
of the Phis in the pole vault
BTP; 4. PDT; 5. ATO; 6. SN.
height of 10', Kirk Dormeyer of
first

The Phi tance of 33'8", and Carl Cundiff of the
Sigma Nus in the mile run with t
Delts won the meet with 112% points,
followed closely behind by the Phi of 5:06.8.
All in all it must be said that
Gams with 106 points. It was not until

Tomlin,

6.

J

The KAs got their best perft
Bill Weyman. who came through

Owens

The 1961 Intramural Track Meet
probability, go

2. Brown.
Flachmann,

PDT; 3. Morgan, PDT; 4. Sasnett, complished what we set out to do. We Sewanee's stock of experienced guards
PDT; 5. Tomlin, PGD; 6. Dormeyer. tried out a few new plans and did some is only four deep. There are two
ATO. Distance— 156'2 5/8".
centers and only one, Billy Shasteen,
< xperimenting with different personnel.
Shot Put: 1. Dormeyer, ATO; 2. Culp, All in all, we had a good spring prac- with any offensive action of any extent to his credit.
PGD; 3. Ellis, Independents; 4. Mcturn
out,
too,"
h«
On the other hand, Sewanee will be
"We had a good
Donald, KS; 5. Taylor, PGD; G
added. "We had as many as 24 boys loaded at the end positions with 8 perDonaldson, DTD. Distance— 33 '8".
Bill Sasser, tackle, switched
formers.
cut there every day except one."
Discus: 1. Agnew, BTP; 2. Culp, PGD:
He pointed out that spring session; to that position during the spring ses3. Taylor, PGD; 4. Noel. PDT; 5.
are usually ill attended because of class sions to help fortify that spot.
Hopkins, PGD; 6. R. Rust, PDT.
work.
tackle spot is fairly well off,
and
lab
The
arrangements
Distance— 110'7%".
with 5 experienced men there.
Of Sewanee's experienced jierfor
Pole Vault: 1. Owens, PDT; 2. Weyman,
fans got
sneak

from

Other

Theologs

closest in

4.

KS;

only T. Cooper and Larry Beasley
KA; 3. Zodin, PGD; 4. Studeman,
in by Frank DeSab:
unable to see contact. Cooper was
ATO; 5. Bryant, PGD; 6. Babbitt,
Sigs.
He took 1st place
sidelined with lung infection, while
PDT. Height— lO'O".
with a time of 56.1 and then
Beasley suffered from an arm ailment.
came back to take the 880 in 2:16.5. High Jump: 1, Finlay, KA; 2, Young,
However, both men will see action
ATO;
3. (tie) Babbitt, PDT; Greer,
for
the
Flynn
took
the
broad
jump
Roy
next fall.
CarlBrown,
PDT;
6.
(tie)
BTP;
Kapp:i Sirs with a jump of 18'5 /4
Asked to point out a few bright spots
PDT.
berg,
BTP; Flachmann,
personnel- wise, Majors laconically

high

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Nu

in all

the 440.

PGD;

Shipley,

5.

in the 440

Phi Delta Theta

Phi

finish line

the Intramural track

Greer. BTP;

1.

Roark,

3.

Kappa

of the

Gamma

Lai

in his office

^,it

running through

were turned

but should finish high.

Alpha Tau

in

won

also

of the

They won't catch the

Spring sports.

win the 880

meet.

place and 20 points,

threat in most

be a

ind will

Time-30.3.

"Coach,

PDT;
PDT;
PGD,

Closest to the leaders

Gams, who

are the Phi
points.

ATO.

High Hurdles:

trouble.

rest of the league is pretty

out of the race.

ago,

baseball season.

They have a rather shaky lead, however, as the nearly completed handball
competition

week

a

personnel sheets for the upcoming

shot the Phis

place in intramural standings.

into first

Shirley Majors

ackfield. Frank Kinnett at the wingback position looked good the last two
days in scrimmage sessions."
Jim Cofer was praised for his lineCoach
Majors;
with
assistants
HovTwo Mile Run: 1. Haynes, PDT; 2.
:e Moore and Clarence Carter, just backing.
Cundiff, SN; 3. Gibson, SN; 4. Stirthe Saturday before had completed
The Coach continued to bring up
6.
ling, ATO; 5. Speights, PDT;
spring football practice.
:imcs as someone mentioned that our
Buss, BTP. Time— 11:15.6.
The head football coach took time out backs would be pretty small next year.
Low Hurdles: 1. Weyman, KA; 2. MillMajors eagerly responded, "That's
iom his making plans for the baseball
er, PDT; 3. Greer, BTP; 4. Brown,
earn to answer some questions which
ight, I believe we'll have one of the
PDT; 5. Goode, DTD; G. Robinson,
mvitably were brought up.
.mallest college backfields in the na-

ay

track

Sn-vn MOOREHEAD

was

much keener

1961 Spring Sports Schedule
TRACK

this

College, April 22, here; T.I.A.C.

Cham-

ton College, April

7,

here; Southwest-

pionships, April 28, 29, Chattanooga; ern, April 10, Memphis; BirminghamCoach Horace Moore's tracksters meet Southern Intercollegiate Championships, Southern College, April 13, Birmingof Birmingham, Ala.,
ham; St. Bernard College, April 18,
May 4, 5,6, Athens, Ga.
organize
and
get
attempt
to
an
here this Friday in Sewanee's first dual
here; Vanderbilt, April 21, here; Tenplace in the javelin to carry home the some kind of shape before the m
meet of the season.
nessee, April 22. here; David Lipscomb
TENNIS
and this pretty much tells the story
spoils.
Fred Miller and Jack Morg;
Last Friday, a few Sewanee competiCollege, Apriil 24, Nashville; Birmingaccomplished this task, while Phil SasCoach Horace Moore did his usual tors competed in the Chattanooga Instudents
make
Sewanee
other
ham-Southern, April 29, here.
While
nett came through with fourth place. good job in organizing everythng, bu
presto
open
the
vitational Indoor Meet
a dash for home, the beaches, sunshine,
Christy Hopkins gave the Phi Gams he could have used some help in see.
and what have you, the Tiger tennis
BASEBALL
throw
of
winning
The
hope
with
a
irted
The Tiger track schedule included 5 team under the direction of Dean Gas156'2 5/8", but they were unabli
nditic
Sewanee's baseball team, coached by
dual meets, the Tennessee Intercollegi- ton Bruton will kick off spring vacaplace anyone in the second or third
ate Athletic Conference Competitions, tions with a deep jaunt into Georgia Shirley Majors, opens its 1961 season
slot which was needed for victory.
and the Howard Invitational.
and South Carolina, taking on six com- Wednesday, April 5, against St. Bernard
College in Cullman, Alabama.
The finals of the meet \
The schedule: Howard College,
The one big lesson that can be learn
The game is the first of a 15 game
to have been run off on Saturday, but
Sewanee netmen begin the current
ed from this year's intramural track March 24, here; Troy State. April 8,
a wet track prohibited the running of
meeet was taught by the Phi Delts and here; Southwestern, April 15, here; season March 27, against Emory UniThe Tiger's first home games will be
The track was above somewhat by the Phi Gams. This
these events.
Howard Invitational, April 21, 22, Bir- versity in Atlanta, Ga. In the next
Lipscomb
water by Sunday, but was still comparto win. First mingham, Ala; Eastern Kentucky State,
they face the University of played April 8, against David

than

years.

it

has been for the past s

Some

of the fraternities

made Howard College
i

1<

is that it takes depth
places help to win, but they don
themselves win a meet. It is the

four days,

son

atively slow.
in

were

Some

of the times turned

quite respectable,

when we

stop

consider the slow track and the fact
that track shoes are not permitted.
to

onds, thirds,

April
5,

6,

29,

Richmond, Ky.;

here;

Emory

May
May 13,

T.I.A.C.,

University,

and fourths that achieve Atlanta, Ga.

Behind the Phis and Phi Gams were
GOLF
100-yard dash: 1 .Majors, PGD; 2. Yates,
Betas with 58%, ATOs with 51, KapPGD; 3. Lacy, BTP; 4. Linsert,
Coach Walter Bryant's golf team traSigma Nus with 35.
DTD; 5. Agnew, BTP; 6. Cox, PGD. vels to Lambuth College in Jackson,
Inthe
and
KAs with 31, Delts with 18,
Time— 10.7.
Tennessee, tomorrow to face its first
The SAEs were
dependents with 6.
1961 campaign.
not in the meet because they failed to 220-yard dash: 1. Majors, PGD; 2. Shep- opponent of the
The next day, the Tigers will be in
herd, ATO; 3. Yates, PGD; 4. Kollmake the scratch meeting.
to match skills with
ing, BTP; 5. Moore, ATO; 6. Lacy, Starkville, Miss.,
The Phi Gams took four first places
On the return trip
Mississippi State.
to lead in that department, while the
BTP. Time— 25.2.
tangle with SouthwestKappa Sigs took three; Phi Delts, Betas 440-yard dash: 1. DeSaix, KS; 2. Miller, home, they will
March
25.
Memphis,
ern
at
and KAs two each; and the Sigma Nus
PDT; 3. Agnew, BTP; 4. Shepherd.
boast 9 more
schedule
The rest of the
and ATOs took one.
ATO; 5. Carlberg, BTP; 6. Farn- meets; St. Bernard College, April 5,
Hank Haynes led the Phis with a first
ham, PDT. Time—56.1.
Cullman, Ala.; Lambuth College, April
in the two-mile run and seconds in the
run: 1. DeSaix, KS; 2. Haynes, 7, Sewanee; University of Chattanooga,
mile run and 880-yard run, giving him 880-yard
PDT; 3. Stirling, ATO; 4. Mclver, Auburn, Georgia, April 11, Chattanooa total of 26 points.
Right behind him
SN; 5. Speights, PDT; 6. Aldrich, ga; Chattanooga, April 15, here; Vanwas Fred Miller with 24 points.
DTD. Time—2:16.5.
derbilt, April 17, Nashvlle; St Bernard
Larry Majors piled up 22^ points
April 18. here; David Lipscomb
for the Phi Gams with firsts in the 100 Mile Run: 1. Cundiff, SN; 2. Haynes. College,
and 220 yard dashes, and was anchor
PDT; 3. Gibson, SN; 4. Aldrich,
man on the winning 880-yard relay

pa Sigs with 47,

Tom Greer and M.
Ihe Betas,

19'/i points,

L.

Agnew

picked

respectively, for

with Greer winning the 120Agnew taking

vard high hurdles and
the discus.

Two

of the best performances of the

College of Nashville.
Sewanee's schedule includes

Ber-

St.

nard College, April 5, Cullman, Ala.;
and the College of David Lipscomb College, April 8, here;
M. T. S. C, April 10, Murfreesboro;
Charleston.
meet will be held Ap- Bethel College, April 14, McKenzie;

rolina at Columbia,

the

up 20 and

Georgia in Athens, Presbyterion College in Clinton, S. C, Clemson College
at Clemson, the University of South Ca-

Shop At

MONTEAGLE
Sl'PER MARKET

flfffijfr

166)

77/a:

motor

M ART

Charleston at

The
ril

4,

first

home

against David

The remainder
composed

Lambuth

Lipscomb College.
of

the

of 9 dual meets

schedule

is

and the Ten-

nessee Intercollegiate Athletic Conference championships, which will be held

here

May

4, 5,

and

The remaining dual meets
first

home meet

College, April

5,

after the

include: St. Bernard
Cullman, Ala., Whea-

April

Jackson,

15,

April

Lipscomb College,
Southwestern

David

(2

Nashville;

April

6.

College,

Tenn.; Belmont College, April 17, here;
St. Bernard College. April 18, here;

25,

Bethel College,

here,

Lambuth, May
lege,
sity,

2,

April

here;

29.

here;

Belmont Col-

May 5, Nashville; Union UniverMay 9, Jackson; M. T. S. C, May

13, here.

TAYLOR'S
TRUCK STOP
1

V.

Mile South of Monteagls
We Never Close

P. s. Brooks Co.
Pitts burgh Paints

Men'

LY

Furnishings

8-J362
Sewa nee, Tennessee

20,

games),

here; Bethel College, April 28,

R. Williams

& Co.

"The Home of

AUTO HOME BUSINESS BONDS
!

Winchester

WO-7-2268
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&rralua &caDrmtca
The American
All

in

Saints"

which is encased
Chapel was Ihat flag

with

flag

presented before the king.

\IK.

and

honors

representative

ROGI KsuN

—

Later in 1885
Movement during the
cyclopaedist
was given to the University by eleventh through the thirteenth cenArchdeacon Duncan, and was hung in
This last promoted a de;uries A.D.
was carried by Duncan through the St. Luke's. It was moved to Breslin irous curiosity for learning in Spain
Northern Seas past warships and an- Tower when it was built, and now for Jiat was suppressed in much of Eucient European forts. Thence it trav- many years has hung in All Saints'
ope. Through work that was done at
eled to Greece, where it was treated Chapel.
Toledo before and during the reign of
Alfonso X, Aristotle and the Greeks
introduced to the rest of Western
Europe. The knowledge of the Greek
philosophers and then civilization came
Spain with the invasion from North
that

of

given right of the line.

sedate

out

their

for

overall

health, provide food, agricultural equips

was

It

watch

should

which led the procession of University ried up the Nile to the temple of
trustees when they met in 1859 on cient Thebes, and waved over the apex
BJ
obtair
Lookout Mountain to choose the site of of Cheops. Finally it visited Syria and College. New York. The M.A. degree
the proposed University. It has an inwas conferred upon him by the UniPalestine with Mr. Duncan and wa;
At the inception of
teresting history.
versity of Wisconsin; and he is a canfurled in the streets of Jerusalem. There
the first World's Fair, in London, a Mr.
didate for a doctorate from that instireverenDuncan then a noted lawyer and pub- it was blest by the Patriarch,
tution, his thesis dealing with "The
ced by the Sheik of Mecca, and went Concept of Knighthood as Seen in
licist of Louisiana— was appointed commissioner for the United States. Called down to the banks of the Jordan River. Spanish Medieval Literature," He servWhen Mr. Duncan returned to this ed in the military intelligence branch
to Washington early in 1851, for a conference with President Filmore as to country, and made report of his stew- of the U. S. Army in the Caribbean
the details of his mission, Duncan sug- ardship of the flag, it was presented to from 1953-1955.
gested a special flag should hang above him by the President. Dying without
As one would surmise from the title
the American exhibit at London. The a son, Duncan left the welt-lraveled of his thesis, Mr. Rogerson is greatly
President consulted with General Win- relic to a nephew, who later became interested in Medieval Spanish literafield Scott, then head of the Army, and the Archdeacon at the Episcopal Ca- ture.
This interest is due to the fact
found him in sympathy with the sug- thedral of Alexandria, La. Bishop Polk that the Spanish literature of this pergestion. With President Filmore, Dun- requested the owner of the flag, then iod is different from the other mediecan proceeded to Mount Vernon and a boy of twelve, to bring it to Look- val literatures. There were three reacut a sapling from near the tomb of out Mountain, as he was to accompany sons for this difference: (a) there was
Washington, which was fashioned in*o his father on that occasion. When the no feudal system in Castille, the leadthe staff. The flag itself was made by procession was formed, the flag was ing province; (b) the invasion of the
the ladies of Philadelphia, and was en- given to a Revolutionary War veteran, Moors and the knowledge that they
trusted to Mr. Duncan with much form and he and the Younger Duncan were brought with them; and, (c) the Enical

ALLAN LANGSTON

By

HARWOOD KOPPEL

By

ment, and so on until their cultures
would be ready to accept such a thing
as contraception.
of living

must

first

[

it

far as

a natural

is

means

of contraception.

ED MOORE

By

Ths the failure are all
Yorker complains

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday:
Misfits'*

This film has a
it

excellent;

is

it

that should

lot

Arthur

make

screenplay, written for his wife's

completely dramatic

role,

bilities

But

it

[to

Montgomery

Clift,

Eli

in

all

it all, and he horrified by
her being horrified instead of accepting
it.
Then they team up with Clift and
Wallach to capture some wild mustangs; when Marilyn learns that these
mustangs are to become dog food, she

violence of

ly-

:erve

about it,
very good.

hose

find

I

it

definite conclusions

that

it

probably

Flick Friday:

fails,

agree that
but the reasons for

for "the

said,

Owl

isn't

SOS

Nothing available on
course, the flick

flick.

Pacific.

difference,
.

.

SPRING VACATION

;

vited

to spend their spring recess in

New York

to play the carillon at the

Church on Palm
James R. Lawson, Riverside
Riverside

r.eur,

Sunday.
carillon-

has issued the invitation.

The student

Bell Ringers are

The four student carillonneurs who
have been honored are Charles B. Kelley, ni, of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., a senior in the college and a

the

student

Bell

member

Ringers

for

of

three

the

rid

of Mr. Rogerson's free time

He

ing that

mittedly

and

"archaic

conservative

under years; Philip W. Maggard from Buffalo.
Wyoming, a sophomore in the college
and a member of the student Bell
Ringers for two years; Charles Thomas
Midyette, III, from New Bern, N. C, a
sophomore in the college and a member of the student Bell Ringers for two
years; and Charles Thomas Farrar from
Port Chester, N. Y., a freshman in the
college

who

is

a first-year

member

Good Food
Gulf

Service

General Repair Service
i

LY

8-5240

UK.

at

Cowan Cafe

was not

a perfect contracep.

of his previously barren female patients

YEATMAN

become pregnant.

to

Dr. Harry C. Yeatman, professor of

received his

biology,

B.A.,

M.A., and

Ph.D. degrees from the University of

North Carolina. In his thesis he treated the subject of "The Effect of Temperature Turbulance on Cyclops crro-

is

he

teaches),

kull

the

first

Dr. Pincus was
pregnancy harmone

to try the

progesterone on female subjects as a
birth control method.
This hormone
prevents ovulation, and it successfully

However

did so in his patients.

it

of

the

and by examining the prevent ovulation. If a female using
salamander gi/rinopfiiliis the pill should discontinue it and ovulation occurs, she

more apt

come pregnant.

Skip Lazell. a member of this student
body, is presently doing research on a
similar species of salamander.)
The

the necessary intelligence employed

is

The

using
it

it

to be-

fact that the

has to be taken regularly,

its cost,

pill

an
i

properly, for the present ma'*

difficult

for

poorer,

less

educated

very fact that the

.

are we.
ples of

To demand

that the peo-

China and India accept

pill

prevents ovula-

s that
. bes
tslyr
Such misuse would almost

used.

and psycho-social

However,

effects.

given to qualified persons, it
thing and represents a real

is

a goo

scientifi

.

.rphot

this as

populations would probably be a serinistake. Instead, he suggested, wc

You'll Find It At

Hamilton
Shop

Electric

Mutt & Charlie's
G Supply Store

B&

Hardware,

Rolling

Paints, Appliances
"Cowan's Most Interesting Store"

Acres Motel

AAA

TV

WE

Sewanee, Tenn

Cowan Furniture
Company

2-7201

Eat

Winchester, Tennessee

at

BAKER'S CAFE

"I

like

trade says Allantrade says Lee."

When It's Time To Eat*
It's

i

evitably result in undesirable physical

hook—Lee Hall

Time To Refresh

TUBBY'S

of

Oldham Theatre
Wednesday through Saturday

March

Bar-B-Q

(mm*®

22-25

GONE WITH THE WIND
Sunday throuck Tuesday

March 2G-28
- Pizza
Sea Food

Steaks

CAN-CAN
Wednesday through Friday

March 29-31

Cowan, Tennessee

was

mtfeucus that Dr. McCrady caught and
described from Sinking Cove Cave.

Concerning the oral contraceptive, he thyroid extract. The immature skul!
feels that it should not be of this salamander is of a larval type;
into a part of our foreign policy but later metamorphosing, it develops
aid to underdeveloped and back- an adult skull and loses its gills. He
areas. These "primitive peoples" was interested in seeing if, after the
salamander metamorphosed, it would
be
:ated
It A
The i
morality and sexual practice;

of

Sewanee

it

Rock, for entirely different ree
Pincus was searching for a contraceptive, and Rock wanted to enable some

itrongly

also play
St.

about which so much has
been said and written, he began by saytraception,

did

March 25, the students will the student Bell Ringers. Farrar was
programs at St. Martin's and one of the Bell Chimers Club at Choate
Thomas's Churches. They will also School.
week

questioned concerning the re.
cently introduced means of oral con-

on the faculty committee that ing the phenomenon of developing peoples of the world to utilize it. Tl
the outstanding book for this functional gonads while in an imma- pill is like the Roman Catholic-advc
Whei
pen
ture state. Dr. Yeatman got his speci- cated rhythm method in that it takes
philatelist.
men to metamorphose by feeding it a intelligence to be used effectively. The

the tutelage of Albert Bonholzer, bell-

master of the University of the South.
They play the Leonidas Polk Memorial
Carillon in Sewanee, which is the third
largest in the world in terms of range,
every week day after noon chapel services and on special occasions when
bellmaster Bonholzer is not present.
While they are in New York, during

the

When

ans of controlling their explosivt

probably stop at Princeton University
observe and play the carillon there.

to

artU

is

even before counterreformation times, tive by any means. The product on flu
has always grown through controversy market, "Enovid," was developed by Dr.
and he feels that it is to the benefit of Gregory Pincus (famous for his work
the Church that so much enlightened on the development of rabbits by artidiscussion has sprung from such an ad- ficial parthenogenesis), and Dr. Joh:i

made

.

to Play Carillon in
During Spring Vacation

Four student carillonneurs at the
University of the South have been in-

own.

tradition

spent working on his thesis.

ivid

this one. but, of

makes no

Flick remains

Sewanee Students

New York

Most

impossible to reach

flick,

own Anglo-Saxon
we must

admittedly great,

the

any very

of traditions outside their

;

While our

As

have not seen

subject.

Celestina"

of the screenplay.

I

many

has collected

He

a member of
Tennessee Archaeological Society.
this

from the Greco-Roman period. Chapel Hill for three years before com- if 10 mg. were taken by each subject
'Poem of the Cid" (1140) and "La ing to Sewanee in 1950.
per diem. Their product does prevent
(1499) are the first "modMost of his free time is spent in re- menstruation, and this is highly undeepic poem and novel respectively
search on the taxonomy and ecology of sirable. Usage of this form of contra_iic
nut ,'i all mh.-,IiiL'\',.i1. Both ni
copepod Crustacea. He is interested in, ceptive must be halted three days prior
these works display the realism that is
and an authority on. the anatomy of to the onset of menstruation, and "Endominant in Spanish literature. How- the skulls of certain species of sala- void" must be taken regularly in order
too few of our people realize this, manders.
He acquired this interest to keep a sufficient amount of the synfor Anglo-Saxons are customarily un- through comparative
anatomy (which thetic hormone in the blood stream to

a lengthy historical account of Miller's

conceiving and developing the writing

He

by the Indians of Tennessee
and has written and given papers on

facts left

terparts

ourselves of the fallacy of ignoring other
litions, a fallacy that could be cost-

leads to the climax and conclusion of

the picture

film]

.

floor of Sci-

ence Hall, are beginning to have some
real value because the chart is in it;
fifth year.

"unnatural" contraceptives, Mr. RogerRoman Catholicism since

son noted that

on the third

chart, located

found to produce other side effects asHneanus." (A very small relative of the sociated with pregnancy, such as mornlobster, the Cyclops is both a marine ing
sickness and lactation in some
Africa.
Alfonso's court put the Mooi- end fresh-water crustacean.
It con- cases.
Dr. Pincus and Rock pooled
sh translations into Latin and these sumes microscopic plants and is itself their knowledge and resources in an
were desseminated throughout Europe. an important part of the food chain.) effort to find a synthetic hormone capThe scope of the Spanish literature of During World War II he served in the able of preventing ovulation without
period is vast and varied. It has U. S. Army Medical Corps.
He was the aforementioned side effects. The
i been called an ingenious rework- attached to an anti-aircraft outfit and result was "Envoid."
The discovery
of the Classical Period because its stayed with it when it was transferred was tried extensively in Puerto Rico
and
thought
resemble
their
counform
to chemical mortars.
He taught at and found to be 100 percent effective

and fundamentally uninteresting."
the film "is a dozen pictures
Most of them, unfortunately, are terrible," and goes on to
interpret the picture as an "embarrassing psychoanalysis of Marilyn Monroe,
Arthur Miller, and what went wrong
with their famous marriage." Newsweek states that the script doesn't belong in the movies it is a writer's picture, philosophical and static." Saturday Review seemed almost to like the
film, but was strangely vague in talking about the film itself, giving instead

becomes even more horrified, which except
makes Gable even more horrified, and
Owl

I

[Mil-

.

—

—

All reviewers, as

.

up by the

rolled into one.

Wal-

and Thelma Ritter are thrown

(he problems set

Time says

possi-

reviews agree that it is a
failure.
Marilyn Monroe is in Reno to
get a divorce, and Gable is in Reno to
get a divorce both succeed. He is an
obsolete cowboy, and takes Marilyn to
a rodeo where she is horrified with the

the

and so sen-

false

is

and gives him

more

the screenplay

that

first

than any of his most recent

ones; and
lach,

last film,

that certainly has

a role

The Neu;

different.

so "obtrusively symbolic

timental as to be unintelligent

and was, of

course, followed by their divorce;

Clark Gable's

is

Miller's first

various species of birds to the Moun.
The dates on the

tain in the Spring.

In speaking of the Church's position on

the exposition closed, the flag

Tic of Cflies

in back-tracking evolution.
R;
noted that neoteny is common in man-,
animals including man, for the bush.

But their standards
Dr. Yeatman and Dr. Bates are in.
terested in the dates of the arrival
be raised.

our own society is con
cerned, the new method of contracep
ill
ake
change things not at all. This method
is simply more effective and more convenient than others. The hue and cry
that this new thing will demoralize our
people is similar to and as baseless as
the cry over the automobile when it
first came on to the American scene.
The Papacy approves of the pill because

As

the flag

When

men

Coca-Cola Bottling Co,
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